


Fullriver Battery manufactures the highest quality VRLA technology batteries on the market today. 
Unlike many battery producers, the entire manufacturing process is done entirely in house. The grid 
casting, plate pasting, and final assembly are all done at the award-winning Fullriver manufacturing  
facility, ensuring total quality control. Fullriver produces the widest range of battery sizes in various 
voltages (2V, 6V, 8V,12V), in BCI, DIN and other International sizes, including our popular DC Series,  
Full Throttle Series, and Full Force Series.

Every Fullriver battery series is designed to be charged and discharged hundreds of times.  
Completely sealed and maintenance-free AGM batteries, you can simply “Set and Forget”.  
Backed by a network of trusted distributors across the globe, you’ll always be able to find the right  
battery to fit your needs. From a true deep cycle battery, to a superior starting and performance battery, 
Fullriver Battery can meet almost any need.

We have a proven track record of providing a premium quality 
battery and excellent customer care since 1995.  
Fullriver Battery, “The One that Works”.

A Size To Fit All Your Needs

“Fullthrottle Battery. The one that works.”“Fullthrottle Battery. The one that works.”

Full Throttle batteries come in a wide variety of sizes from 8Ah/100CCA to 225Ah/1450CCA,  
including 32 different automotive BCI sizes to fit thousands of vehicle makes and models. 
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FT100 8 M6 3.39 (86)5.43 (138) 4.02 (102) 4.02 (102) 7.1 (3.2)8BTX9-BS 310 200 155100 LHP

FT185 15 M6 3.39 (86)6.97 (177) 5.16 (131) 5.16 (131) 10.8 (4.9)14BS16L-B 545 300 240185 RHP

FT200 20 M6M 3.90 (99)6.69 (170) 6.18 (157) 6.18 (157) 13.2 (6.0)14BTX20H-BS 535 300 265200 RHP

FT230 28 M6 3.03 (77)7.13 (181) 6.57 (167) 6.57 (167) 15.4 (7.0)20BT19BL-BS 680 410 310230 RHP

FT410 48 M6 + TP26 6.93 (176)6.50 (165) 4.92 (125) 5.67 (144)** 23.2 (10.5)28- 925 625 530410 RHP

FT438-U1R 50 M6 + TP26 5.16 (131)7.72 (196) 6.57 (167) 7.57 (192)** 25.1 (11.4)35U1R/46A24L 975 605 525438 RHP

FT560L 80 M6 + TP26 6.54 (166)7.80 (198) 6.69 (170) 7.09 (180)** 33.3 (15.1)4426 1200 860 725 LHP560

FT750-25 120 AP 6.85 (174)9.45 (240) 7.95 (202) 8.66 (220) 48.1 (21.8)6425 1400 1080 900 LHP750

FT265 26 M6 3.90 (99)6.69 (170) 6.89 (175) 6.89 (175) 15.7 (7.1)18B16CL-B 625 440 350265 RHP

** Brass SAE post is removable reducing total height by 0.86” to 1.00”

FT438-U1R

FT410

FT560L

FT750-25

Use the “Battery Finder” feature on our website 
to find the perfect power solution for your vehicle.

Don’t See  
Your Vehicle?



LONG LIFESPAN 
Full Throttle AGM batteries last longer than their wet cell counterparts due to 99.994% pure virgin lead, 
high compression cells, and no maintenance needed. 
 

FAST CHARGING 
Full Throttle AGM incorporates very low internal resistance, allowing for charge rates up to 35%  
of total Ah for faster charging. 

BUILT STRONGER 
Full Throttle AGM is built with TPPL (Thin Plate Pure Lead) technology  
and Over-The-Partition welds which greatly increase resistance to  
vibration and shock! The ABS case and optional metal jackets provide 
high heat resistance for the most abusive environments. 

OUTSTANDING WARRANTY 
Full Throttle AGM batteries are backed with up to a 4-year  
Full Replacement Warranty on automotive group sizes for  
more time on the road, off the road, in the lanes, on the  
water, or anywhere. 

FLEXIBLE INSTALLATION 
AGM batteries can be mounted vertically or horizontally, allowing them to fit places traditional wet cell 
batteries cannot! Fullriver AGM incorporates recombinant technology for long life, and no off-gassing like  
traditional wet cell batteries. Install them inside without the worry of dangerous explosive and corrosive 
gases. No more corroded terminals or cables.
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CONTACT US TODAYCONTACT US TODAY
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